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Emily a bieniek

Recipe Finder
Recipe Finder is a free database of open source recipes to help folks learn 
how to cook healthier meals.



OVERVIEW

I designed this app over period of a few weeks for the Google UX Design 
Certificate. This app centers around my belief that living happier and 
healthier lives involves what we’re putting in our bodies. 



For this project I was responsibile for user research, wireframing, prototyping, 
usability testing, iteration, and the creation of a final high-fidelity prototype 
for Google UX Design Certificate.



The problem

why did I make this 
app?

I wanted to create an app full of open source 
recipes for people to use to learn how to cook 
healthier meals.



Since finding out a few months ago that our 
vegetables are losing nutrients due to 
overwhelming pollution, I have been passionate 
about figuring out how we can combat this.



Recipe Finder is one way folks can make sure 
they’re getting as many nutrients as possible.
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Constraints

here’s some contraints I ran into

time

In order to complete the course, I had to work quickly 
throughout this process and manage my workload. I didn’t want 
to rush the process and jeopordize the end result. But since this 
was just for my certificate I didn’t have the pressue of deadlines 
for stakeholders.

how do I make this unique?

There’s dozens of recipe apps out there, all with their own style 
and purpose. I needed to figure out what I do to make my app 
stand out from the rest. 



testing

usability study

Link to high fidelity prototype



Study type: Unmoderated usability study



Location: United States, remote (each 
participant went through the usability study in 
their own home)



Participants: Five participants, each completing 
the study individually



Length: Each session was 5-10 minutes, based 
on a list of prompts



Results: Users really wanted to sort recipes by 
dietary restrictions. Users wanted to hit one 
button to save all the ingredients to their 
shopping list within the app. Users thought the 
app was easy to read and use. Users liked the 
large images. 
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/7cc33eca-b808-4c00-9f79-d57c2bb9dedb-2990/?fullscreen


usability study outcomes

some themes from the study

Shopping List

Visuals

Sort

Sort
Users really wanted to sort recipes by dietary 
restrictions. 

Shopping List
Users wanted to hit one button to save all the 
ingredients to their shopping list within the app.

Visuals
Users really liked the size of the images and the 
text. 



solutions

here’s what I did about it

impact

I added a sorting option to main page so users could select 
different dietary restrictions to filter the visibility of different 
recipes.

impact

I added the ability to add all ingredients from a recipe to the 
shopping list function.



the takeaway

step by step by step by step by 
step by

Designing this app really made me think about users in a way I haven’t in my 
previous projects. The process helped me realize ways I can impact the world 
and people’s lives simply through design. 

 



